[Significance of some coefficients resulting from dye photometry in the functional characterization of mitral defects].
One hundred and eighty six patients with mitral defects were examined and subdivided into four groups according to the basic clinical and instrumental tests: 59 with pure, 46 with prevailing mitral stenosis, 37 with prevailing and 44 with pure mitral insufficiency. The patients, within the pointed group were subdivided into subgroups, depending on the character of the auricular rhythm, the presence of accompanying tricuspid insufficiency with hemodynamic significance and cardiac decompensation. The circilatory times, TA, TD and TC were calculated for all the patients and especially the coefficients (see article) from the dye dilution curves. The analysis covers only patients from the different groups without other defects and cardiac decompensation. Fluctuations of the minimal and maximal values of TA, K1, K2, and K3 are presented. Their average values are calculated as well as the square deviations. In sinus rhythm and compensated heart, the combination of the values for K1 over 1,80 and K2 over 1,50 in prevailing and for K1 over 1,90 and K2 over 1,60 in pure mitral insufficiency might be used as a criterion for differentiation of pure and prevailing mitral stenosis. The close values in pure and prevailing mitral stenosis, as well as in pure and prevailing mitral insufficiency do not present a possibility to be used in the differentiation of the groups with hemodynamic significance of stenosis and insufficiency. In arrhythmia absoluta, accompanying tricuspid insufficiency and cardiac decompensation, the coefficient K1 and K2 have no value in mitral defect characterization. The close average values of TA and K3 for all patient groups devaluate their importance as functional indices of mitral defects.